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Looking for an extraordinary individual to join and lead your team, to showcase the Amazing South West to the 

global audience it deserves? 

Engage with audiences like never before. Create innovative and effective strategy to drive membership and 

connect with industry. Develop quality partnerships in an everchanging tourism landscape. Position this 

spectacular destination as one of the best in the world. Thank you for the opportunity to introduce myself and be 

considered as a truly exceptional addition to your team. 

An absolute passion for creative engagement in the tourism industry, fuels my excellence in destination marketing. 

My high innate drive to succeed in all areas of business has developed a skillset ideal for the position of Executive 

Officer for The Amazing South West. 

Thriving with challenging work, I consistently upskill to solve problems and exceed expectations. I excel in visitor 

engagement and conversion, as well as business management, after many years in tourism and owning my own 

business. As an adept communicator, innovator and strategist, I fulfil my roles with purpose and enthusiasm; 

connecting individuals of any team, to the big picture of success in organisations. I have a determination to achieve 

in everything I do. I very much align with the vision, purpose and objectives as outlined by The Amazing South West 

and hold a passionate interest to help lead and grow West Australian tourism.  

Working in the tourism industry since the age of fourteen, a love for Western Australia’s magnificent destinations 

has shaped my career. This enthusiasm for adventure, creating, sharing and connecting people to awe inspired 

experiences, has driven me to create marketing strategies that make an outstanding impact.  

I have extensive experience working in eco-tourism for multi award- winning, Rockingham Wild Encounters, in the 

role of Marketing Manager. I currently manage all of Rockingham Wild Encounter’s marketing channels, as well as 

creating, producing and implementing strategic campaigns and budgets for all marketing activities. This is a leading 

management role that attracts and connects visitors to their destination. Audience engagement is my focus; building 

relationships with potential visitors and creating referral based programs to continually grow our market. Each 

interaction is an invitation for connection. It’s this foundation that I consistently refine and build upon, to enhance 

visitation success.  

 

My role consists of coordinating complex digital marketing projects to achieve immense reach and engagement. I 

position Rockingham Wild Encounters, as a must see tourist destination. Work collaboratively as part of a team, 

professionally liaising with stakeholders, industry leaders, agents, marketing influencers, as well as colleagues, I 



fluently create exceptional marketing strategy. Business objectives and KPIs are consistently met to create an 

outstanding presence, and positions the company as industry leaders. 

Results driven initiative and a clear understanding of consumer psychology, make my marketing efforts innovative 

and successful. I evaluate every campaign and consistently grow from the last. Analysing demographics, statistics 

and ensuring measurable outcomes are assessed, strategy is geared for continual growth and enhanced marketing 

techniques. On a weekly basis, I confidently provide strategic and operational marketing advice to fellow senior 

management. I leverage campaigns with internal and external industry partners, agents and stakeholders. Delivering 

work diligently, with the upmost professionalism, I adhere to tight deadlines, ensuring effective financial controls in 

the process. I confidently lead projects and teams, with multiple stakeholders, demonstrating ability to consistently 

evolve and succeed in outcomes. 

With a distinction for writing and communications, I have worked alongside Emmy Award- Winning producers who 

acclaim my work, passion and dedication. At eighteen, I attracted the BBC to Western Australia with a story, I 

uniquely marketed to their natural history unit. Liaising and networking with production executives, I went on to film 

and present in Emmy Award nominated International wildlife documentaries for the BBC, ABC, Channel 9, 10 and 

Discovery Channel. This included such documentaries as ‘Ocean Giants,’ as seen on Netflix. I have humbly won 

international awards for scripts and cinematography work. I then effectively leverage this for media reach and 

widespread promotion of our region. This positioned Western Australia  as an exceptional tourist destination on an 

international stage, attracting a global audience. 

My initiative and interpersonal skills; able to negotiate, facilitate, communicate effectively, network and develop 

quality relationships, has created many opportunities that have seen me grow exponentially in my career. I connect 

with people and I am passionate about what I do.  

After starting a media marketing business at the age of eighteen, I have won highly esteemed awards for business 

operations, leadership and marketing work. I have effectively developed and led teams in multiple projects for 

clients. This has been accomplished across diverse industries, from tourism, golf courses and restaurants, to day 

spas, accommodation and retail outlets. I manage teams seamlessly and am self-motivated, able to work 

autonomously to tight deadlines, planning, prioritising and always delivering on objectives, within budget.  

Often contracted by Aquarium of Western Australia, Tourism WA and Destination WA to support a number of 

successful campaigns, I have created a very successful start-up company, which has thrived for over ten years. This 

has developed my adept skills in all managerial roles of a business, including financial, cost and budget management, 

project management, event development, marketing strategy development and execution, business planning, 

market research, competitor analysis, client liaison, collaboration development and sponsorship, grant/licensing 

applications and reporting, networking and leadership. 

In the outlined selection criteria for the Executive Officer position, along with the detailed role and duties, I fulfil 

each with sound confidence. My expertise and skillset would be perfectly suited for this executive role. I specialise in 

business strategy, team management and innovative destination marketing. The Amazing South West’s objectives 

align with my areas of expertise and I am excited at the prospect of achieving these outcomes.  

I now strive to work with larger organisations for greater reach and know my work and leadership skills are inspired 

for a global audience.  

I am an innate leader and marketer, with a love of adventure; in awe of the amazing locations in Western Australia. 

Tourism and destination marketing allows me to share the inspiration of these passions to inspire others. Global 

tourism marketing is not just a career, it’s where I thrive. 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit my resume. I hope it greets you with the passion, purpose and required 

skillset you are looking for in the position of Executive Officer for The Amazing South Coast.  

Kindest Regards 

 

 

Sarah Coote 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Curriculum vitae of 
Sarah coote 
 

 

What to Expect 

• Creative leader, passionate and skilled in destination marketing 

• Outstanding achievements in all positions held 

• Constant innovation and strategy for successful outcomes 

• Flexibility, multi-tasking, problem solving skills and meets all deadlines 

• Excellent communication and value on creating quality relationships 

• Passion and professionalism both individually and effective management working as part of a team 

• Big picture marketing, with attention to detail for every step along the way 

• Purpose driven leadership rather than task driven, aligning teams with outcomes and company vision 

• Excitement and a splash of awe for connecting amazing content with global audiences 

Fast Facts 

• Over 10 years professional business leadership and marketing experience 

• First Place Winner Best Film in Australia & New Zealand Drone Film Festival 2017, an International 

competition  

• Third Place International Sky Pixel DJI Drone Video Competition 2017 

• Finalist Micro Businesses and People’s Choice in Telstra Business Awards 

• Worked with BBC, ABC, Channel 9, 10 and Discovery Channel 

• Neuro Linguistic Programming Practitioner certification (excellence in consumer psychology, verbal and non-

verbal communication) 

• Advanced Diploma in Screen & Media (Communications)  

• Worked in tourism industry since the age of fourteen 

Contact 

Sarah Coote 
0406 077 483 
sarah@squidproductions.com.au 
32 Fourth Avenue Shoalwater, Western Australia 6169 
 



Current 

Marketing Manager Rockingham Wild Encounters  

September 2016 – Present 

Innovative and with a brand of excellence across all work, some of Sarah’s responsibilities include: 

Marketing Strategy, Campaign Creation & Management 

Content Creation 

Cinematography 

Photography 

Script Development 

Copywriting 

Email Marketing Development, Design & Management 

Social Media Management- Facebook, Twitter, Vimeo, Instagram and YouTube. 

Customer Service & Community Management 

Coordination of Marketing Campaigns 

Paid Digital Advertising Budgeting, Management & Analytics 

Demographic Research 

Writing & Distributing Media Releases 

Graphic Design- Brochure Design, Online Banner Ad Design and Print Design. 

Article Writing 

Website Design & Creation 

ATL, TTL & BTL Campaign Development 

All Digital Marketing 

Project Management 

PR with Prominent Influencers 

Branding 

Enhanced Customer Visitation Experience 

Database Development & Management 

Providing Strategic & Operational Advice to Senior Management, Industry  & Stakeholders 

Insights & Analytics Reporting to Company Executives 

Budget development, strategy and management 

Leading Development & Management of Rockingham Wild Encounter’s Marketing Activities 

 

An excellent communicator with a highly developed ability for flexibility and multi-tasking, Sarah delivers excellence 

in the many responsibilities she has within the company, all to tight deadlines. Sarah brings an award-winning touch 

to the Rockingham Wild Encounters team, achieving International Awards for her script, filming and video 

production, as well as business marketing skills. Communication is always clear, precise and with purpose. Constantly 

innovating with new marketing strategies and techniques, Sarah is creatively ahead of the curve, growing upon 

previous campaigns and leveraging each for maximum engagement. Problem solving, organisation and planning so 

all outcomes are met, and quite often exceeded, makes Sarah an exceptional standout in the marketing sector. With 

a history as a tour guide, Sarah also has outstanding customer service skills, creating quality relationships with 

community, as well as prominent social media and industry influencers, stakeholders and executive personnel. Sarah 

undertakes her leadership marketing role with a smile and complete purpose and passion for her work. 

 

 

 

 

 



Director Squid Productions 

April 2008- Present 

At the age of eighteen, Sarah saw a need in a niche market for integrative company marketing and management, 

creating unified and seamless experiences for consumers to interact with businesses. Sarah encompassed her 

innovative marketing strategies and passion to create visually magnificent material for hundreds of businesses. She 

implemented marketing psychologies and established key engagement principles with a personal touch, for them to 

thrive, in all economy environments and across any industry. Sarah’s outstanding business leadership, entailing great 

detail to planning, growth, constant innovation and evolving strategy led to a thriving company. Squid Productions 

has been recognised internationally with esteemed awards for cinematography, as well as business planning, growth 

and management. 

Squid Productions successfully worked with businesses from a myriad of industries and variable market places.  
Key roles in this multi award winning marketing business include: 
Marketing Strategy, Campaign Creation & Management 
Team Development & Management 
Financial Planning; Budgeting & Cost Control 
Content Creation 
Copywriting 
Branding 
Website Design, Development and Management 
Writing & Distributing Media Releases 
Graphic Design 
Article Writing 
Cinematography 
Photography 
Script Development 
Brand Awareness Campaigns 
Design, Create and Manage Web Based Ad Campaigns 
Social Media Management- Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube, Vimeo, Google + & Linked In 
Led Corporate Re-branding on all Social Platforms, Sales Material and Internal Marketing & Sales Materials 
Customer Service & Community Management 
Management of Design & Marketing Projects Within Teams 
Client Liaison  
ATL, TTL & BTL Campaign Development 
Database Management & Marketing 
PR & Industry Collaborations 
Analysing, Reviewing and Reporting on Promotional Campaign Effectiveness to Maximize Results & Ensure Continual 
Evolution 
Business Planning 
Strategic Planning 
Event Management 
Public Speaking 
Business to Business Networking to Develop Partnerships  
Overall Management of Business 
 
With years of professional experience and a strong passion for engagement in every aspect of media and marketing, 
Sarah creates an exclusive service with adaptations to each client and the ever- changing world of media we live in. 
She holds a clear understanding of psychological processes in target markets, effectively maximising revenue 
potential. From humble beginnings, Sarah established elaborate business and marketing plans, budgets, set out 
defined goals, and created a prominent presence for her business. She built quality relationships and was the face 
and service behind her brand. Sarah was actively involved in networking, marketing, planning of the business and in 
the production of all products and services supplied by Squid Productions. Squid Productions’ success has been 
established through intense networking, the importance and dedication given to quality clients, referrals, 
exceptional marketing to tight deadlines and devoted excellence in customer satisfaction. Sarah has worked with the 
Aquarium of Western Australia, Destination WA, Tourism WA and other leading local and international 



organisations. In her first two years of business, Sarah was a finalist for Business Person of The Year and won 
Owner/Operator Business of the Year in the Chamber of Commerce. By year four, Sarah was a Finalist as Businesses 
of the Year for the prestigious Telstra Business Awards. She was also a finalist for the People’s Choice Award.  
 
Squid Productions still operates with marketing consulting and sub-contracting for cinematography and filming 
productions. Sarah enjoys working part of a team in a leading managerial role, so now focuses her career purely on 
tourism marketing and wildlife cinematography, a niche in which she thrives. The business paradigm has shifted 
today, now business owners are able to follow their passions, market authentically and sell from their heart. It 
doesn’t get more beautiful or effective than that. 

 
 
Camera Assistant & Marketing Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Screen West & 
Screen Australia 
August - November 2010 

Sarah was employed by the ABC as the camera assistant for the wildlife documentary ‘On a Wing and a Prayer’ 
filming Black Cockatoos. Working in harsh conditions in the Wheat Belt in rural WA, Sarah worked on this 
documentary for four months filming these endangered birds as a camera assistant alongside world class, award-
winning cinematographer and producer, Leighton De Barros.  
Sarah also designed and constructed the documentary website and facilitated internet marketing campaigns 

including Facebook and YouTube. Aired in November 2011. 

 

 
Presenter & Camera British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) Natural History Unit 
England 

April 2010 
At the age of eighteen, after completing her Advanced Diploma in Screen and Media, Sarah wrote a script and sent 

her idea for a dolphin documentary to the British Broadcasting Corporation in England. Extremely well received, 

Sarah’s script was incorporated into a major documentary that was currently being produced. Sarah attracted the 

attention of the BBC and was employed by them as a Presenter for the British Broadcasting Corporation 

documentary and Emmy Award Winning Documentary, ‘Ocean Giants,’ which can be viewed on Netflix. 

 

The BBC crew of professional cameramen and world class producer, Anushka Schofield flew from England to film 

Sarah’s part of the documentary with her in Rockingham, Western Australia. Sarah was a presenter for the 

documentary, sharing the story she had written on a global scale. She also filmed part of the documentary with 

Director of Photography, Leighton De Barros. After working with the team in such a professional manner and 

building great rapport with crew, Sarah was asked to attend an additional part of the documentary. This 

documentary went on to win international Emmy Awards and placed Western Australia on the international stage in 

front of a global audience, as a prominent destination.  
 

 
Underwater Cinematographer & Tour Guide Rockingham Wild Encounters  

September 2004 - May 2011   

Working with Rockingham Wild Encounters since the age of fourteen, Sarah dedicatedly and passionately, worked 

her way up from junior deckhand to leading dive guide, underwater videographer and photographer. From the age 

of 16, Sarah was filming and producing promotional videos, website videos and professional photography to create 

marketing material for this award-winning company. Sarah held a supervisor’s role on the boat, managing crew, 

running tours and facilitating aspects of marketing. Sarah’s beginnings in Rockingham Wild Encounters established 

her passion for tourism and marketing skill set for the achievements that lay ahead. 

Key roles in this multi award winning media and internet marketing business include: 



Tour Guiding 

Tour Commentary & Briefings 

Customer Liaison  

Team Management 

Managing Passengers 

Greeting Customers and Assisting with all Requests /Concerns 

Liaise With Industry Leaders and Prominent Influencers 

OHS Procedures  

Problem Solving For Streamlined Tours 

Equipment Inventory & Management 

Assisting Captain in Duties 

Daily Tour Video Production 

Promotional Cinematography 

Photography  

Archiving and Organisation of Files 

Creation of Social Media Pages and Management 

Company Documentary Production- Concept Through to Script, Film & Editing 

 

QUALIFICATIONS 
Neuro Linguistic Programming Practitioner (Psychology, Communications and Personal Development) 

Advanced Diploma in Screen and Media (Communications) 

Advanced Resuscitation Surf Life Saving Australia 
Seniors First Aid Certificate 
Advanced Open Water Diver Certificate 
Marine radio Operator's certificate of Proficiency (MROCP) 

Recreational Skippers Ticket 
C-A Class Driver’s License 
OHS- elements of shipboard safety onboard a vessel 

Advance Diploma Nutritional Medicine  
 

EDUCATION 
2014-2017  Advanced Diploma Nutritional Medicine Nature Care College 

    Inspired by an interest in creating a strong foundation of health  
2013   Industry Rockstar Public Speaking Course Sydney 

   Effective and innovative leadership and management. 

                                           Learning emerging best practices in strategy, leadership, technology, 

                                           marketing, sales and all aspects of business acceleration.     

2012   Neuro Linguistic Programming Practitioner 

                                    Understanding psychological processes to aid in successful   

                                           marketing strategies. Applied constantly to marketing ideas, 

                                           plans, events, fundraising and overall outcomes set for each  

                                           organisation. This psychological approach analyses strategies, 

   allowing clear insight into audience engagement and  

   implements successful methods to reach desired outcomes 

   through effective communication. It relates language and patterns 

   of behaviour learned through experience to specific outcomes,  

   engagement and conversion. 



2011   Publicity for Profit 

   Successfully created and wrote numerous press releases  

   gaining immense free publicity online and in print for national  

                                           magazines, websites, television and radio. 

2009   Film and Television Institute Fremantle 

   Advanced Diploma in Screen and Media (Communications) 

 

2007 - 2008   WA Maritime Training Centre Fremantle Challenger TAFE. 

   TDM30101 Certificate 3 in Transport and Distribution 

   (Maritime Operations). 

2003 - 2006  Kolbe Catholic College 

   In 2006 completed Year 11- TEE subjects including Geography,  

   Introductory Calculus, English Literature and Human Biology. 

                                           Completed Wholly School assessed subjects including Dance,  

                Religious Education and Recreation. 

                Completed all subjects with excellence and merit awards.   

   Representative on college student council.  

 

ACHIEVMENTS, CERTIFCATES AND AWARDS 
2017                                 Winner Best Film Australia & New Zealand Drone Film Festival 

                                          Third Place DJI Sky Pixel International Video Contest              

2012                                 Finalist (Top Three) Telstra Business Awards Micro Business 

                                          Finalist (Top Three) Telstra Business Awards People’s Choice 

                                          Finalist Belmont State Business Awards Young Entrepreneur of the Year 

2011                                 Winner Owner Operator Business of the Year Regional Business Awards 

                            Finalist Business Person of the Year Regional Business Awards      

                            Organised & Hosted networking breakfast of eighty-two businesses 

                            Guest speaker at Interact Rotary Club 

2008                                 Created Squid Productions 

             Filmed with the British Broadcasting Corporation on major wildlife documentary ‘Ocean 

             Giants 

             Filmed with the Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Screen West and Screen Australia on 

             wildlife documentary ‘On a Wing and a Prayer’ 

2007-2010             Diploma in Screen and Media Film and Television Institute passed with high distinctions 

2006             Geography Subject Prize Year 11 

            WA States and Australasian Nationals Bodyboarding Winner in Junior and Runner Up in Open 

            Womens 

2005                            Subject Excellence Awards in Digital Media, Food & Nutrition,  

                           Mathematics, Science Extension, Physical Education and Dance. 

                                         Distinction in 2005 National Geographic Channel Australian Geography Competition. 

2004              Subject Excellence Awards in English, Food & Nutrition, Craft,  

              Physical Education, Society & Environment and Science. 

                                         Staff Consistency Award Year 9. 



2003             Subject Excellence awards in Metal Design, Mathematics, Computer Studies, Science, Social       

            Studies, English, Physical Education, Religious Education and Italian. Religious Education 

            Subject Prize  

            Distinction in Level One English Speaking Board International Senior Certificate. 

                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                             

VOLUNTARY 
2018                Rockingham Tourism Council Executive Committee Member 

   Rockingham Tourism Council Steering Committee Member 

2012- 2014                       McCusker Alzheimer’s Research Foundation- Photography & Cinematography 

                                           Guest Speaker Kolbe Catholic College 

                                           Guest Speaker Women in Business Event 

2011   Rockingham Locks for Lymphoma- Photography 

                                           Guest Speaker Freshwater Bay Interact Rotary Group  

                                           Hall and Prior Aged Care- Photography and time with clients 

                                           Birds Australia- Filming and voluntary work with bird release 

2003- 2009 Mandurah Bodyboard Club- Judging, organisation of events, set up and heat timetables 

Volunteer Work at Rockingham Wild Encounters- before being offered position. 

2004   Hall and Prior Aged Care 

 

Response to Selection Criteria & duties of position 
1. Destination Marketing 

I have vast experience and sound confidence in managing and engineering complex strategic destination marketing 

projects. I implement creative and resourceful marketing skills for effective and outstanding promotion of Western 

Australia. This showcases the state as a must see holiday destination on local, interstate and global scales. I have 

achieved numerous successes and accolades for my marketing work and strategy.  

Campaigns have shown immense consumer engagement, with effective conversions, all with measurable outcomes 

for continual improvement and progress towards objectives. The growing demand for comprehensive and 

sophisticated visitor information via digital platforms, is also implemented into marketing strategies and business 

development for ongoing growth and success. Visitor servicing is a critical part of destination marketing and 

management, enhancing customer experience and encouraging users to engage with a destination for longer. Each 

point of contact with visitors is an opportunity to share more experiences and create a relationship with clientele. 

These strategies, along with collaborating and connecting with industry and leveraging quality media influencers, has 

created outstanding success in many of my developed marketing campaigns. 

2. Leading & Developing Teams 

Creating and directing my own successful business, working with hundreds of clients in a number of industries, I 

have extensive experience developing and managing effective teams. My team management focuses on purpose 

driven, rather than task driven outcomes. I endeavour to align each member to the mission of the organisation, 

inspiring success with clear objectives. Resourceful and an innovative problem solver, I have excellent leadership and 

management skills, enhanced with neuro linguistic programming techniques for clear and concise communication. I 

have proven abilities to plan, prioritise, organise, monitor and co-ordinate workloads and meet deadlines under 

pressure. I analyse objectives, achieving outcomes and key performance indicators, through responsible delegation 

and collaborative team management . My abilities to engage and influence others, through effective verbal and 

written communication skills, develops and supports teams that thrive. Conflict resolution with team members, as 

well as stakeholders at all levels, is professional and efficient. As a natural networker, I easily connect with people 



and build positive relationships with a diverse range of people. I have demonstrated ability to use initiative, display 

entrepreneurial flair and apply new ways of thinking to improve work environments in a climate of change. I 

effectively liaise with internal teams, agencies, industry professionals and media influencers to successfully deliver 

key objectives in a timely and diligent manner.  

3. Financial, Cost & Budget Management 

Planning and strategizing financial, cost and budget management, has been a key duty in all my roles, as a Marketing 

Manager and a business Director. It has proved a benchmark of success and performance, clearly indicating 

measurable outcomes of each marketing campaign. This essential part of business operations, management of 

financial performance, has ensured sustainability of an organisation’s success. I have significant experience, creating 

and managing budgets, preparing and reviewing business plans in line with budgets and regularly monitoring finance 

and performance. Structured financial planning and budget management has made great impact on the growth of 

businesses managed. Regular review allows for concentration of resources on improving profits, reducing costs and 

increasing effective returns on campaign efforts. On a weekly basis, I liaise with multiple stakeholders and company 

executives to identify and deliver marketing and financial reports in line with company objectives. Concise and clear 

communication, I lead marketing and budget discussions with feedback and well-thought out solutions. I often 

exceed expectations, completing deliverables to tight time constraints, and on budget, whilst also multi-tasking 

numerous projects within allocated financial requirements. My adept financial, cost and budget management skills 

allow for sound business decisions, whilst demonstrating accountability and ensuring the most effective and efficient 

use of resources. 

4. Managing Multiple Complex Projects 

I am extremely confident in leading, enhancing and optimising the development and management of multiple 

complex projects and activities. Simultaneously managing numerous projects is commonplace in my business and all 

I have ever known in my career, working with many businesses and clients concurrently. I utilise my many 

transferable business, marketing and management skills to orchestrate and deliver multiple innovative campaigns 

and continually meet required objectives of each client. As a marketing manager, there is numerous high priority 

projects at one time. Handling pressure and successfully planning and organising under pressure, is second nature. I 

delegate responsibly where needed, with clarity, authority and accountability. I am also resourceful in my approach 

to completing tasks successfully. Implementing efficient and productive time management skills is paramount, and 

enables me to effectively plan, prioritise and always meet deadlines on projects. Staying adaptable in project 

management, by being flexible about the methods but determined in the outcomes, creates an effective 

environment to successfully complete all tasks required.  

 

5.Event Development & Management 

From my marketing roles to business management, I hold sound skills in event development and management, 

ensuring streamlined and successful small to large scale events. I have created and planned events, ensuring 

financial viability and marketing success, all with meticulous attention to detail. Along with effective team 

management, my project management skills and event design, have created many valuable corporate and group 

events. I work diligently and cooperatively in leadership roles within a team environment, as well as being extremely 

self-motivated, with results driven efficiency to complete event tasks autonomously. From strategic planning of an 

event and resourceful problem solving, to sustainability, negotiating with vendors, ticket sales, database 

management and marketing, I have the experience, expertise, and skillset to develop and manage events seamlessly.  

6. Previous Experience in Tourism Industry; Senior Management or Operator Level 

As outlined, I have worked in the tourism industry for over fourteen years. Currently in a senior management 

position in my role as Marketing Manager at multi-award winning Rockingham Wild Encounters, I have adept 

knowledge of current trends, market landscape, innovative marketing strategy and insight to issues in the tourism 

industry. I also have extensive experience at an operator level in marketing, through my own business, Squid 

Productions. Drawing on over ten years of experience, as Director of Squid Productions, I have sound experience 

successfully developing and growing a start-up company. Marketing across a diverse range of brands and industries, 

aligns with showcasing and successfully positioning the local operators and businesses in the Amazing South West 

region. I am currently on the executive committee of the Rockingham Tourism Council, furthering my involvement, 

knowledge and experience in the tourism industry. 
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Testimonials 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
REFEREES 
Aaron Heath 

Manager/ Director 

Rockingham Wild Encounters 

0409 091 590 | (08) 9591 1333 

Nadine Wellington 

Operations Assistant 

Rockingham Wild Encounters  

0404 697 784 | (08) 9591 1333 

Rick Maxwell 

Rockingham Tourism Council Committee Member 

0418 924 849 

 
Please Scroll down for written testimonials 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Leighton De Barros- Award Winning International Cinematographer 

Sarah has worked with me in the television industry on several productions. When she initially started she was new 

to the industry and despite this, she stepped in to work with us on a high end, blue chip wildlife film for the 

prestigious BBC Natural History Unit and has excelled ever since. 

Her performance was impeccable. She worked extremely hard, was diligent, professional and delivered more than 

what she promised. I was extremely impressed. 

Sarah then produced a website and social media site for our latest production for ABC TV. Her service was fast, 

efficient, creative and all to budget.  It was a delight to deal with her on all facets of the web creation and nothing 

was difficult or too hard – it was a great experience.  

Sarah then accompanied me in the field to assist shooting the documentary. It wasn't an easy film to make and 

conditions were difficult. Sarah worked hard, was positive, enthusiastic and never lost her smile and great sense of 

humour. 

She worked extremely long hours in trying conditions and was an invaluable team member. Her contribution to the 

film has helped produce and incredible result that we are extremely proud of. I love Sarah's positive attitude to 

anything she does and look forward to working with her again in the future. 

Leighton De Barros 

Sea Dog Films Pty Ltd 
PO BOX 2125 

MARMION WESTERN AUSTRALIA  6020 
EMAIL:   leighton@seadogfilms.com.au 
WEB:       www.seadogfilms.com.au 

PHONE:  +61 8 9246 5083 
FAX:        +61 8 9246 5085 
MOBILE: 0407 996 534 
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Secret Harbour Golf Links 

What can I say about Sarah Coote? Prior to joining the team at Secret Harbour Golf Links, I was a corporate strategist 

for many years and in that time, I came across many talented and successful individuals. Some two years ago we had 

commenced the task of re-branding our business and a major component of that process was to venture into the 

world of social media.   

 

I was aware of, but in many ways, ignorant of the many advantages of social media and was sceptical of using the 

services of such a young person to develop the many things we needed to do. It took some convincing by the 

directors that we should engage Sarah to look at improving our web presence, to develop a Facebook profile, and 

the list of what she has achieved for us has continued to grow over our two-year association with Sarah and her 

business, Squid Productions. 

 

The day I came into contact with Sarah was when one of the directors returned from a meeting and he could not 

stop talking about this young lady who stood up in front of the many self-employed business people and proceeded 

to sell her imagination and capability through her interest of social media. 

 

Sarah has done many things for us and very much assisted in the positioning of our brand and the positive growth of 

our business in a difficult environment. I find it impossible to think of even one occasion where Sarah has not 

responded in an extraordinary amount of time. I always joke with the other staff here at Secrets that when I email 

Sarah I can simply wait for ten minutes or so and I will receive a reply. I am delighted to say that she has never let me 

down and I take great joy in her willingness to assist as quickly as possible.  

 

Sarah is very creative, she has a great eye for detail and extremely knowledgeable in the many aspects of social 

media. She has excellent rapport with her customers and nothing is ever too much trouble. I am not sure when she 

sleeps or gets time to eat. All I know is that she is a wonderfully talented and driven young lady and I cannot speak 

highly enough of her and I wish her every success in life and business. 

 

Mark Baxter B.Com CA MBA CBMil 

General Manager 

Secret Harbour Golf Links 

fast becoming WA's #1Public Golf Course 

Secret Harbour Boulevard  

Ph: 08 9524 7133 

Email: mark@secretsgolf.com.au 

Web: www.secretsgolf.com.au 

 

 

 

 

http://www.secretsgolf.com.au/


 

 



Jenny Gill- Executive Manager McCusker Alzheimer’s Research Foundation 

 

 

 

 

27th September 2012 

 

RE: Testimonial for Sarah Robinson- Squid Productions 

To Whom it may concern. 

 

Squid Productions has worked extensively for The McCusker Alzheimer’s Research Foundation over the past two 

years, for video production and photography work for our organisation in seminars and events.  

 

The work quality produced by Sarah is always exceptionally outstanding and the high level of customer service 

delivered with ongoing communication throughout the whole process of each project and the deliverables, 

exceeding all expectations, makes working with Squid Productions an absolute pleasure. 

 

Squid Productions and Sarah have now become our only go to media marketing business for any video production or 

photography work required due to the high level of expertise and quality, which service far exceeds any other media 

business we have worked with. 

 

Volunteering also for various works with The McCusker Alzheimer’s Research Foundation, Sarah holds admirable 

charitable values, and nothing is ever too difficult.  

 

We love working with Sarah and her company Squid Productions and will continue to use her skills regularly for all 

our work required. 

 

 

Jenny Gill 

EXECUTIVE MANAGER 
McCusker Alzheimer’s Research Foundation 
 
Direct Phone: (08) 93474202 

Phone: (08) 93474200 

Mobile: 0459 147 474 

Fax: (08) 93474299 

Email: jenny.gill@alzheimers.com.au 

Suite 22, Hollywood Medical Centre 
85 Monash Avenue, Nedlands WA 6009 



Selection of LinkedIn Recommendations and Testimonials. 
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